Subject: AIRPORTS - PORTABLE HANGER COLOR

BACKGROUND:

The practice of having a standard color for privately owned hangars at both Placerville and Georgetown Airports was established at approximately the time hangar agreements without reversion were allowed under the Airport Land Use Agreement for Portable Hangars. Placerville Airport has had the green color since approximately 1975. Georgetown Airport users chose a beige color in 1989 when the first hangars of that type were constructed. This has not been a written policy, but in most cases was followed as being in the best interest of the Airports.

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this policy is to formalize an unwritten policy, clarify the colors and provide for an orderly look by maintaining the uniformity of color for the portable hangars on both Placerville and Georgetown Airports.

POLICY:

1. The color of all privately owned hangars erected on Placerville Airport shall be GREEN. For the purposes of this policy the color GREEN is intended to mean a medium green color common to the existing GREEN hangars.

2. The color of all privately owned hangars erected on the Georgetown Airport shall be BEIGE. For the purposes of this policy the color BEIGE is intended to mean a medium beige/brown color common to the existing BEIGE hangars.

3. This policy shall be included in and made part of each privately owned hangar lease under the Airport Land Use Agreement for Portable Hangar, Airport Land
Use Agreement for Non "T" Portable Hangar and FBO Airport Use Agreement constructed on either Airport.

4. Any request for deviation shall be reviewed, and approved or denied by the El Dorado County Airport Commission.
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